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The International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles 

(INPRO), existing within IAEA Vienna decided to prepare energy and nuclear 
vision of 21st century. We were asked on behalf of AER Working Group F - 
"Spent Fuel Transmutations" and INPRO IAEA collaborative project RMI 
"Meeting energy needs in the period of raw materials insufficiency during the 21st 
century" to prepare material about the situations, reasons and expected time 
table concerning future nuclear fuel cycle closing and influences of fossil raw 
materials deficiencies, expected during the coming century. Material does not 
content, specially in the second part complete solution and partially is only 
formulating extremely complex problems of mutual interaction of technologies, 
raw materials availability and economy needs, together with political demands of 
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and ecology, taking into account equal 
rights to have electricity and further services using nuclear energy. 
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We understand by planning here intermediate period of one or two three 
decades, in which we are able to specify energy needs by the economy 

increase or decrease in production of goods for people and industry. 
 
It is clear that progress in living standard and technology development is caused by 

people effort in which most of former workers activities is substituted by external energy 
supply and higher general consensus in world population, which found the ways how to 
avoid conflicts and substitute them by cooperation and more or less free exchange of goods 
and technologies. In such a way also more and more people are free to study progress and 
devote more and more time for leisure. Development is not fully the same in the whole 
world but there is clear tendency to converge to some ideal future standard. What are the 
boundary conditions for such development? 

 
The last period was characterized by smooth change of boundary conditions; 

the wording boundary conditions denote here external inputs into the system, 
realized through the energy supply and naturally further raw materials, like iron 
ore etc. We know that we need for our functioning of economy not general energy 
– we need given profile of various energies to be able to realize not only 
production of goods but also exchange and supply of it and higher standard of 
living (in our geographical band supply of heating etc.). Higher standard of living 
has back influence in ensuring necessary higher workers concentration in 
correspondence with modern industry demand.  
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So that the problem is not so simple and even overproduction of one type of energy 
does not solve it – we need to transform it into proper form to support functioning of our 
system. Before 1950 all energy production was realized through the transformation of 
classical fossil raw materials (coal, oil and gas) and very small part was wood and water in 
correspondence with geographical conditions and general development. Through the 
decades profile of energy use has changed reflecting growing needs, prices and local 
accessibility of basic raw materials. From the accessibility of raw materials we can 
subdivide energy raw materials into local and global and this is also reflected in 
prices which are also local or global (the same all over the world). In the case of crude oil 
and practically also gas it is caused by relative small transport expenses in comparison with 
the energy content.  

At the very beginning it has started clear that electricity demand should be covered not 
only by oil, which must be kept for the transport needs, and that electricity should be 
produced through coal, gas or starting new nuclear energy having greater resource bases 
and safety of supply (delivery should be controlled and if there is cut of it, we must have in 
our disposal another way or supplier – other way stop of energy supply has immediate 
consequence in the stop of production, which is obviously much more expensive). 
There was at least one big crisis – demonstrating at the beginning of eightieth sensitivity of 
society and industry on external oil delivery after the stop of oil supply from the Middle East. 
To understand more deeply mutual interaction of energy with existing society the 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) was established and came into 
being officially on October 4, 1972 and was fully functioning up to approximately 1990. 
Among the results of IIASA analyses was model of energy curves, which was perfectly 
functioning up to approximately 1990 [1]. Forecast of future energy demands contained also 
expected oil delivery decrease and its sequential substitution by the artificial liquid fuel 
production from coal using hydrogen produced by nuclear energy. There are probably 
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several reasons why old models model became invalid after 1990 – main is surely 
quick increase of economy and gross domestic product (GDP) in developing 
countries like China and India; technology was exported mainly from developed 
countries and local life stayed modest and such a way the only growing needs was energy 
[1], to be able to use new technologies on the developed level. Second reason, why such 
models became out of reality, was sequential decrease of energy raw material base, 
which was and is now and will be even more inaccessible, except nuclear fissionable 
materials like uranium and thorium. Nuclear technologies will also touch raw material 
limitations but they have already prepared solution in substituting enriched uranium by 
using fast breeders, producing plutonium from 238U.  This way you are able to multiply 
existing measure of uranium use from about 0.35% to nearly 100% and moreover start to 
use thorium, which is in crust of earth about four times more frequent than uranium. Testing 
estimations performed in Russia, France and USA are giving the same results – about 2040 
we must start to use fast breeders to save fuel for the rest of live-time of existing thermal 
reactors. What is not given very precisely in those estimations is velocity of 
industry development and velocity and prices in the decrease of the raw 
material bases – coal, oil and gas.  

 
For the energy planning period from now to about 2050 it should be clarified how 

quickly will fossil raw materials decrease in supply of industry by energy needs.  Standard 
planning is done only in electricity and we can preliminary conclude [2], [3] that at least 
surely in crude oil supply we cannot ensure supply in correspondence with the expected 
demands. So that let us say our view on different resources, to be able to formulate basic 
variables and demands on external technologies and research and development works.  
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Coal has great transport costs and that is why it cannot be taken as global raw 
material and even if it is transformed into electricity, transport losses are too high. But coal 
is in different regions in different amount and during 21st century some deposits will be 
already exhausted and local energy needs should be substituted. This effect was not up to 
now fully evaluated. But already during the IIASA studies it was supposed that coal could 
be transformed to liquid fuel using hydrogen from water, produced by high temperature 
technologies, if high temperature is ensured by fission and transported into special 
chemistry workshops. This way seems now more feasible than old ones in which hydrogen 
was produced from coal also or from gas now. Amount of needs practically exclude 
production from natural gas [4].  

Deposits of gas are greater than that of oil and moreover there is not yet answer if we 
can also use methanate deposits, which are stable only under high pressure and low 
temperatures. 

So that main question is availability of liquid fuel for transport, which is up to now 
exclusively produced from oil. Consequences of potential insufficiency for overall economy 
are partially studied [5]. We expect that there will be lack of oil before 2050 but this is too 
long period of uncertainty. To have at least some indications supported by newer data than 
IIASA studies, we have estimated decrease of oil supply from [2], [3] supposing that 
corresponding Hubert curve has peak before about 2015 and that we can use symmetrical 
behavior of the curve around maximum ±80 years and linearized form. Conclusion was that 
between 2020 and 2030 we can expect 12.5% decrease of supply and naturally 
decrease will continue. This is very rough estimation and we can hardly rely fully on it – but 
it shows that it cannot be easy substituted and we must study real influence on economy. 
Sometimes declared statement that there is enough oil, that it is only question of money is 
nonsense – money represents works and if transport is too expensive we must change 
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technology or produce on site, what is imported or change lifestyle to be able to be within 
the reachable limit.  

We must be very careful in the choice of data, based on which we are going to 
estimate deposits of raw materials – they are frequently misleading because companies are 
publishing higher resources in order not to loose on their shares – deposits data, specially 
for oil are generally very closed and there must be huge investment to collect them.  

At the beginning of this year there was published [7] complete analyses of resources, 
which is specially done region by region based on old deliveries and possible future supply, 
which naturally depends on future investment, etc.. All this was estimated and put into 
equation of oil pumping from the deposits and based on it and some parameters in the 
equations you can conclude about the future supply. It is nearly the maximum what we can 
use for future supply forecast, how quickly we can invest etc. and this is approach, which 
must be respected and maybe also corrected based on the coming experience. There 
should not be expected big corrections in the results.  
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Oil production in USA 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Oil production in England 
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World primary energy production  
(colors and abbreviations denotes region of production) 
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 Region name Countries 
NA North America USA, Canada 
LA Latin America Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, 

Peru, Venezuela, Other Latin America 
FSA Former Soviet

Asia 
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan 

WEU Western 
Europe 

Austria, Belgium & Luxembourg, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Republic of Ireland, 
Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 

Turkey, United Kingdom 
CEU Central 

Europe 
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, 

Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine, Belarus, Other Europe 
RUS Russia Russian Federation 
MEA Middle East Iran, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 

 United Arab Emirates, Other Middle East 
AFR Africa Algeria, Egypt, South Africa, Other Africa 
CHI China China 
IND India India 
OEA OECD Asia Australia, China Hong Kong SAR, Japan, New Zealand,  

Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan 
ROA Rest of Asia Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, 

Thailand, Other Pacific Asia 
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We can only repeat that maximum of production is expected about 
2012 and from 2015 we can expect mean annual decrease about 1.2%, 
what is exactly the same as from the very approximate estimation. We 
should mention that existing financial crisis can hardly change this picture 
because annual oil supply is smaller only about 10% and what is also 
alarming is natural decrease in investment into the future production, 
which will bring lower production after industry and economy will be 
restored.  

 
 
But anyway there should be decided about the future investment and development and 

general basic criteria for optimal result is profit – profit at the given time or profit during the 
given period or  … . Way forward must not exclude after the studied interval smooth 
continuity as it could be if the lifetime of all capacities will be exhausted. Optimization and 
target functional is not too clear and all process must be simplified, because for the rigorous 
formulation we do not have all data and how to include probability of ways to future is even 
more open. That is why there should be studied at least partial ways how to proceed. 
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One of them is understanding of what are the losses, if we cannot produce due to 
lack of energy in our disposal – limitation in energy production will lead to the growing 
energy prices and at the end part of production will be lost; effect is more complicated, 
because process will be corrected only after some time, when new technologies or new 
capacities will be in operation. In order to have at least some impression about the future 
destiny we are obviously trying to understand future technologies forward and be prepared 
to realize them to avoid main losses.  

 

If we accept contemporary prices model for gas, in which gas 
price follows after some time oil price we can complete all energy 
prices and say how much we shall need in future based on 
technology development and market needs and we shall be able to 
answer how much we shall have to export to cover growing external 
energy prices. Such steps will influence profile of industry and 
standard of living (frequently depending also on individual transport 
possibilities).  

 
Contemporary “financial crisis” costs so much, that it is out of any costs of technology 

development and still it is on same industry profile – small tendencies to have more 
effective and smaller cars seems to be not principal, main was probably overproduction of 
cars and living on loans and too great support of consumption.  
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Probably we shall have to proceed in several directions – study fossil oil resource and 
new deposits like tar sands and estimate in which time and amount they can compensate 
decreasing classical resources and try to prepare new technologies using nuclear energy 
for which we have enough raw material like coal plus hydrogen transformation into the liquid 
fuel for cars. It seems that generally tendency to keep the energy production is in society 
very strong like we can see from massive support of ecological energy production attempts, 
which are evidently insufficient for existing demands of growing population and have 
undesirable feedbacks in the decrease of food production. 

 
To show the situation from technical standpoint we need about fifteen twenty years to 

bring, for example, coal liquefaction via nuclear hydrogen to the industrial level and then, 
who knows, about the same or more capacities compared to existing electricity production 
to build corresponding industry – it seems too big challenge, with too late result. But who 
does not try to understand it surely has lower chance – this is existing experience. Low and 
high scenarios of development have surely good sense, but as it seems now they do not 
lead to the decision about technology and capital investments, which are actually needed.  

 
Anyway the time of planning electricity needs without external 

energy or materials flows is over. We must have plans for electricity 
plus other energies for transport, heating and industry raw 
materials and something, not exactly clear, expressing economical 
and technological categories of society – energy can be delivered 
only for the functioning economy.    
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